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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the results of an observational search for gas phase urea [(NH2)2CO] observed toward
the Sgr B2(N-LMH) region. We show data covering urea transitions from ∼100 GHz to 250 GHz from five
different observational facilities: the Berkeley–Illinois–Maryland-Association (BIMA) Array, the Combined Array
for Research in Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA), the NRAO 12 m telescope, the IRAM 30 m telescope,
and the Swedish-ESO Submillimeter Telescope (SEST). The results show that the features ascribed to urea can
be reproduced across the entire observed bandwidth and all facilities by best-fit column density, temperature, and
source size parameters which vary by less than a factor of two between observations merely by adjusting for
telescope-specific parameters. Interferometric observations show that the emission arising from these transitions is
cospatial and compact, consistent with the derived source sizes and emission from a single species. Despite this
evidence, the spectral complexity of both (NH2)2CO and of Sgr B2(N) makes the definitive identification of this
molecule challenging. We present observational spectra, laboratory data, and models, and discuss our results in the
context of a possible molecular detection of urea.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Although a large diversity of molecules has been detected
in the gas phase in the interstellar medium (ISM), surpris-
ingly few amines or amides, which contain an −NH2 func-
tional group, are among them. Amines are important for pre-
biotic chemistry as amino acids form the building blocks of
life on earth (cf. Kim & Kaiser 2011 and references therein),
and simple amines can be made by reactions with ammonia
(NH3). Yet only five amines and amides, namely formamide
(H2NCHO; Rubin et al. 1971), cyanamide (H2NCN; Turner
et al. 1975), acetamide (H2NCOCH3; Hollis et al. 2008), methy-
lamine (H3CNH2; Fourikis et al. 1974), and aminoacetonitrile
(H2NCH2CN; Belloche et al. 2008) have been confirmed in
the gas phase toward astronomical environments. However, re-
cent chemical models and laboratory experiments on the ice
analogs of interstellar grain mantles have predicted detectable
abundances of potential interstellar amines including hydrox-
ylamine (H2NOH; Congiu et al. 2012; Garrod et al. 2008),
methoxyamine (H3CONH2), carbamic acid (H2NCOOH), and
urea (H2N)2CO (Garrod et al. 2008).
Of these molecules, only urea contains a second nitrogen
atom—a rarity among known interstellar species. In fact, of the
∼60 N-bearing species, only 7—N2 (Knauth et al. 2004), N2O
(Ziurys et al. 1994), N2H+ (Green et al. 1974), H2NCH2CN
(Belloche et al. 2008), H2NCN (Turner et al. 1975), HNCNH
(McGuire et al. 2012), and E-cyanomethanimine (HNCHCN;
8 Guest worker, 1999–2000. Permanent address: Institute of Applied Physics
of RAS, Nizhny, Novgorod 603600, Russia.
Zaleski et al. 2013)—contain a second nitrogen. The character-
ization and quantification of such doubly nitrogenated species,
like urea, will therefore provide invaluable insight into the mech-
anisms of nitrogen chemistry in the ISM. Additionally, due to
its importance in prebiotic chemistry, urea’s distribution in the
ISM may further provide information on the availability of the
building blocks of life on young planets (Miller & Urey 1959).
The first evidence for extraterrestrial urea was provided in
1975 when it was detected in an analysis of two samples
of the Murchinson C2 chondrite (Hayatsu et al. 1975). More
recently, urea was tentatively detected on grain mantles to-
ward the protostellar source NGC 7538 IRS9 (Raunier et al.
2004). However, because vibrational transitions in the solid
phase are frequently ambiguous, a dedicated search for rota-
tional spectral features of gas phase urea is warranted to both
(1) verify its presence in interstellar environments and (2) to
better understand the limits of amine formation in the Galaxy.
In this paper, we present observational evidence for gas phase
urea observed toward the Sgr B2(N-LMH) region. We show data
covering urea transitions from ∼100 GHz to 250 GHz from five
different observational facilities. The spectroscopic parameters
of urea are discussed in Section 2, the observations are presented
in Section 3, results are detailed in Section 4, data analysis pro-
cedures are discussed in Section 5, and a discussion follows in
Section 6.
2. SPECTROSCOPIC PARAMETERS
The first measurements of the microwave spectra of urea were
made from 5 GHz to 50 GHz using a heated waveguide cell
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(Brown et al. 1975). This study provided the rotational analysis,
14N quadrupole coupling hyperfine structure analysis, and
dipole moment determination (μb = 3.83 D) from Stark effect
measurements. Further measurements of the 14N quadrupole
coupling hyperfine structure on transitions below 20 GHz
were subsequently reported by Kasten & Dreizler (1986) and
Kretschmer et al. (1996). While these literature data provided a
firm basis for predicting transitions up to about 100 GHz, the
uncertainties were still on the order of 1 MHz for many of the
high line strength transitions necessary for interstellar searches.
This situation prompted new spectroscopic measurements at
NIST over the frequency range from 59 GHz to 114 GHz. A
free space cell was equipped with a heated pulsed nozzle to
create a supersonic expansion of neon and urea with rotational
temperature about 10 K. A millimeter-wave synthesizer was
employed directly as the radiation source, which passed through
the molecular beam and then was focused on a liquid-He-cooled
InSb hot-electron bolometer. A total of 38 rotational transitions
was measured with Type B, k = 2 (2σ ) uncertainties (Taylor
& Kuyatt 1994) of <50 kHz with J ranging from 3 to 10 and
Ka from 0 to 5. No hyperfine structure was resolved in these
measurements. Later, the Kharkov group carried out higher
frequency measurements to allow for an interstellar search for
urea up to the 1 mm region. Using a heated quartz absorption cell
utilizing an automated synthesizer-based spectrometer (Ilyushin
et al. 2005), the Kharkov group provided 75 new measurements
between 78 GHz and 240 GHz. The urea lines for which
we searched were calculated using the millimeter-wave data
discussed above, as well as the hyperfine-free data from the
existing literature cited earlier.
Table 1 lists the targeted urea transitions in the 1–3 mm
wavelength range. These transitions were specifically chosen for
an interstellar search because they are the strongest lines in the
1–3 mm window with the lowest upper state energies. We have
targeted all transitions in interconnected energy levels so that an
identification of urea will be robust. Finally, these particular
transitions were selected because given pairs of lines have
nearly the same rest frequencies. For example, the 181,17–172,16
and 182,17–171,16 transitions have frequencies determined to
be 211077.802(27) MHz. The near frequency coincidence of
these transitions effectively doubles the measured intensity of
a urea feature at this frequency and increases the chances
of an interstellar detection. Throughout the remainder of this
paper, the usual shorthand for the quantum numbers of these
lines will be employed. For example, instead of using two
sets of quantum numbers to identify the urea transition at
254494.580(70) MHz, we will use 23∗,23–22∗,22 where ∗ will
serve as a reminder of the near frequency coincidence of
these transitions. All new spectroscopic data, including full
line lists of measured and predicted transitions along with
the observed minus calculated frequencies are available in
Tables 4–6 in Appendix B, supplemental material, and online at
www.splatalogue.net (Remijan & Markwick-Kemper 2007).
3. OBSERVATIONS
The Sagittarius B2 molecular cloud (Sgr B2) is located 7.1 kpc
away from the Sun and within 300 pc of the Galactic center
(Reid et al. 1988). The Sgr B2 complex contains compact
hot molecular cores, molecular maser emitting regions, and
ultracompact sources of continuum radiation surrounded by
larger-scale continuum features, as well as extended molecular
material. The Large Molecular Heimat (LMH), a source of
compact molecular emission with a spatial extent of ∼5′′, resides
Table 1
Quantum Numbers, Calculated Frequency, Line Strength,
and Upper State Energy for 52 Targeted Transitions of Urea
Transition Calculated Frequencya Si,j Eu
(MHz) (K)
71,6–62,5 91 936.245(10) 5.430 12.22
72,6–61,5 91 936.568(10) 5.430 12.22
80,8–71,7 92 031.812(11) 7.455 15.14
81,8–70,7 92 031.812(11) 7.455 15.14
81,7–72,6 102 767.524(10) 6.4242 14.17
82,7–71,6 102 767.544(10) 6.4243 14.17
90,9–81,8 102 864.308(12) 8.4553 17.10
91,9–80,8 102 864.308(12) 8.4553 17.10
91,8–82,7 113 599.065(11) 7.4192 16.12
92,8–81,7 113 599.066(11) 7.4192 16.12
100,10–91,9 113 696.657(12) 9.4556 19.06
101,10–90,9 113 696.657(12) 9.4556 19.06
111,10–102,9 135 262.288(12) 9.4116 20.03
112,10–101,9 135 262.288(12) 9.4116 20.03
120,12–111,11 135 360.816(14) 11.456 22.98
121,12–110,11 135 360.816(14) 11.456 22.98
121,11–112,10 146 093.756(13) 10.4086 21.98
122,11–111,10 146 093.756(13) 10.4086 21.98
131,13–120,12 146 192.586(15) 12.4562 24.93
130,13–121,12 146 192.586(15) 12.4562 24.93
131,12–122,11 156 925.049(13) 11.4060 23.94
132,12–121,11 156 925.049(13) 11.4060 23.94
140,14–131,13 157 024.124(16) 13.4563 26.89
141,14–130,13 157 024.124(16) 13.4563 26.89
181,17–172,16 211 077.802(27) 16.3971 33.72
182,17–171,16 211 077.802(27) 16.3971 33.72
191,19–180,18 211 177.706(36) 18.4566 36.68
190,19–181,18 211 177.706(36) 18.4566 36.68
191,18–182,17 221 907.446(32) 17.3958 35.67
192,18–181,17 221 907.446(32) 17.3958 35.67
200,20–191,19 222 007.476(43) 19.4566 38.64
201,20–190,19 222 007.476(43) 19.4566 38.64
201,19–192,18 232 736.740(39) 18.3946 37.63
202,19–191,18 232 736.740(39) 18.3946 37.63
210,21–201,20 232 836.891(51) 20.4567 40.60
211,21–200,20 232 836.891(51) 20.4567 40.60
211,20–202,19 243 565.666(46) 19.3936 39.59
212,20–201,19 243 565.666(46) 19.3936 39.59
220,22–211,21 243 665.931(60) 21.4567 42.56
221,22–210,21 243 665.931(60) 21.4567 42.56
221,21–212,20 254 394.205(55) 20.3926 41.54
222,21–211,20 254 394.205(55) 20.3926 41.54
230,23–221,22 254 494.580(70) 22.4567 44.52
231,23–220,22 254 494.580(70) 22.4567 44.52
Note. a 2σ frequency uncertainties are given in parentheses in units of the last
digit and are of Type A (coverage factor K = 2; Taylor & Kuyatt 1994).
within the larger Sgr B2(N) molecular envelope (Hollis et al.
2003). Sgr B2(N) is the preeminent source for the study of
large complex interstellar molecules, prompting spectral line
surveys toward the region from the centimeter to submillimeter
wavelengths (see, e.g., Turner 1989; Nummelin et al. 1998;
Friedel et al. 2004; Neill et al. 2012).
Observations to identify new astronomical molecules
(Remijan & Markwick-Kemper 2007; Pulliam et al. 2012;
McGuire et al. 2012; Pety et al. 2012; Loomis et al. 2013;
Zaleski et al. 2013) typically rely on single-dish measurements;
yet interferometric observations provide a significant advantage
for identifying low-abundance molecules with compact distri-
butions (Belloche et al. 2008, 2009). The determination of the
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cospatial emission across targeted transitions has proven in-
strumental in the detection and confirmation of low-abundance
species (Belloche et al. 2008). As such, acquiring sufficient evi-
dence to support the presence of interstellar urea toward Sgr B2
(N-LMH) required a vast suite of astronomical instrumentation
including: the Swedish-ESO Submillimeter Telescope (SEST;
Section 3.1), the Berkeley–Illinois–Maryland-Association Ar-
ray (BIMA; Section 3.2), the Combined Array for Research in
Millimeter-wave Astronomy (CARMA; Section 3.3), and the
NRAO 12 m and IRAM 30 m Telescopes (Section 3.4).9 Such
a suite of instruments allowed the investigation of the spatial
scale of molecular emission from about 1 arcmin to 1 arcsec. In
every observed passband, the continuum level was estimated by
choosing channels that are free of line features and, in the case
of the array data, then subtracted out in the u–v plane. Also,
unless otherwise highlighted in the specific telescope section,
the absolute amplitude uncertainty for each facility is assumed
to be accurate to within 20%. We briefly describe the scope of
each set of observations below.
3.1. SEST Observations
Single-dish data with the 15 m telescope were taken from
a survey conducted toward Sgr B2(N) (hereafter, the Num-
melin Survey) from 218.30 GHz to 263.55 GHz by Nummelin
et al. (1998). The pointing position for these observations was
α(J2000) = 17h47m19.s9, δ(J2000) = −28◦22′19.′′3. The half-
power beamwidth (HPBW) ranged from 19′′ to 23′′ over the
survey frequency range. The frequency resolution was 1.4 MHz
with resulting velocity resolution of 1.8 km s−1 at 230 GHz.
The final spectra were resampled to 1.0 MHz channel separa-
tion. The complete observational parameters are described in
detail in Nummelin et al. (1998).
3.2. BIMA Array Observations
Dedicated searches for transitions of urea toward
Sgr B2(N-LMH) were conducted between 2000 November and
2003 October with the BIMA array in C configuration. The ob-
servations were taken toward the Sgr B2 (N-LMH) region with
a phase center of (J2000) α = 17h47m19.s92, δ = −28◦22′18.′′37.
Each spectral window had a bandwidth of 50 MHz and
128 channels, which gave a channel resolution of 0.39 MHz
channel−1 (∼0.5 km s−1 at 230 GHz). The quasar 1733-130
was used to calibrate the antenna-based gains. The absolute
amplitude calibration of 1733-130 was based on planetary ob-
servations at each observing frequency. The BIMA array obser-
vations covered the urea transitions listed in Table 1 at 91 GHz,
102 GHz, 113 GHz, 211 GHz, 222 GHz, and 232 GHz.
3.3. CARMA Observations
An extended search for urea utilizing CARMA was car-
ried out in 2007 June and October with 14 antennas in C-
and D-array configurations and later in 2008 June and 2009
November with 15 antennas in C- and D-array configurations.
The phase center was the same as the BIMA observations. All
spectral windows had 63 channels with 0.49 MHz spectral res-
olution (∼0.6 km s−1 at 230 GHz). MWC 349 and 3C454.3
were used as primary flux calibrators and the quasar 1733-130
9 Access to the entire observational data set for this work is available via the
Spectral Line Search Engine accessible at http://www.cv.nrao.edu/∼aremijan/
SLiSE/.
was used to determine the antenna-based gain solutions. The
passbands were calibrated using the bright astronomical source
3C454.3 for the wideband (500 MHz) windows and an internal
noise source for the spectral (narrowband, ∼32 MHz) windows.
The CARMA array observations covered the urea transitions
listed in Table 1 at 222 GHz, 232 GHz, 243 GHz, and 254 GHz.
All data from both the BIMA and CARMA array observations
were continuum subtracted, combined, and imaged with the
MIRIAD software package (Sault et al. 1995). To include all the
data from a source with multiple tracks or in multiple arrays,
the data were inverted in u–v space.
3.4. NRAO 12 m and IRAM 30 m Observations
A 2 mm spectral line survey from 130 GHz to 170 GHz
(hereafter, the Turner 2 mm Survey) was conducted with the
NRAO 12 m telescope by B. E. Turner between 1993 and 1995
(Remijan et al. 2008). The HPBW varied from 38′′ to 46′′ across
the band. The reported pointing position for these observa-
tions was α(J2000) = 17h47m19.s29, δ(J2000) = −28◦22′17.′′3.
The hybrid spectrometer was used, providing a bandwidth of
600 MHz across 768 channels for a spectral resolution of
0.781 MHz (∼1.3 km s−1 at 150 GHz). These data were mined
for the stronger 2 mm lines of urea listed in Table 1. Several
promising matches to urea emission lines were found, however,
the results were inconclusive due to the lower sensitivity of
these observations. We therefore conducted follow-up observa-
tions with the IRAM 30 m telescope to achieve the required
sensitivity levels. The IRAM 30 m has a HPBW of ∼17′′ at
150 GHz, which is much smaller than the beam of the 12 m
telescope. The smaller beam greatly reduces beam dilution for
compact sources, which increases the measured emission. The
30 m observations were conducted under marginal weather con-
ditions in 2009 September. The pointing position was α(J2000)
= 17h47m19.s92, δ(J2000) = −28◦22′18.′′37. Two bands of the
heterodyne Eight MIxer Receiver (EMIR) connected to the au-
tocorrelation VErsatile SPectrometer Array (VESPA) with two
polarizations on each band were used. The spectral resolution of
these observations was 0.320 MHz (∼0.71 km s−1 at 135 GHz)
over 240 MHz of bandwidth. Several channels were flagged
in the center of the band due to birdies caused by the instru-
ments. Pointing was corrected by observing a nearby quasar
1757-240. Data were taken in position-switching mode with
a 1◦ offset to the west of the reference position. Data were
flagged, calibrated, and analyzed with the GILDAS software
(http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS).
4. RESULTS
The first indication that urea may be present in the gas phase
in Sgr B2(N) came from the report of an unidentified transi-
tion in the Nummelin Survey at 232.837 GHz (Figure 1(a)).
The reported line is nearly coincident with the 21∗,21–20∗,20
transition of urea at 232.837 GHz (Table 1). If the feature at
232.837 GHz is due to urea, then the 20∗,19–19∗,18 urea transi-
tions at 232.737 GHz must also be present and at a comparable
intensity.
In fact, a feature was identified near 232.737 GHz
(Figure 1(b)) but was assigned by the authors to the blended
J = 14–13, K = 0 and 1 transitions of 13CH3CCH. However,
if the carrier of this feature was in fact 13CH3CCH, one would
expect to see blended lines from the J = 15–14, K = 0 and
1 transitions of 13CH3CCH near 249.359 GHz. No lines were
reported at this frequency and there is no evidence for these
3
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 1. 21∗,21–20∗,20 and 20∗,19–19∗,18 transitions in the Nummelin Survey, BIMA observations, and CARMA observations. The average rms noise measured in
the SEST spectra is ∼60 mK (Nummelin et al. 1998). The average rms noise in the BIMA and CARMA spectra are ∼0.8 and ∼0.15 Jy beam−1, respectively. All
interferometric spectra are taken at the peak of the emission region and Hanning smoothed over three channels for display purposes. The red Gaussian profile represents
the expected intensity and lineshape for the urea transitions based on the best-fit column density and temperature and corrected for telescope and observation-specific
parameters (see Section 5).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
transitions by inspecting the data. Finally, there have been no
other transitions of 13CH3CCH reported toward this source, sug-
gesting that 13CH3CCH is not the carrier of the 232.737 GHz
line reported in the Nummelin Survey.
A search was conducted to determine the possibility of coinci-
dental overlap with interloper molecules using all available spec-
troscopic information from the JPL, Lovas/NIST, and CDMS
databases.10 No reasonable overlapping transitions were found
for these or any other features presented here, with the exception
of two transitions of methyl formate (CH3OCHO) in the v = 1
state near the 232 GHz lines. CH3OCHO has been well-studied
and modeled by Belloche et al. (2013) in this source.11
10 Accessible via www.splatalogue.net.
11 Interferometric observations have also been conducted targeting CH3OCHO
in this source by Friedel (2005), which suggest a more compact source size.
Based on their derived parameters, we have simulated the
contribution to the observed signals from CH3OCHO at local
thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), assuming low optical depth,
following the methods outlined in Section 5. The simulations
are corrected for beam-dilution effects. The results of the model
for the transitions near the 232 GHz urea lines, as well as the
relevant parameters used for the simulation, are displayed in
Figure 2. The resulting model also well-reproduces unblended
CH3OCHO transitions seen in the Nummelin Survey. In both
cases, the CH3OCHO emission is insufficient to account for the
observed flux. Additionally, in the case of the 232.737 GHz line,
the peak of the CH3OCHO emission is not frequency-coincident
with the peak of the observed emission. Thus, the observed line
profile cannot be well reproduced without contribution from
a second emission line centered at the frequency of the urea
transition.
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Figure 2. 21∗,21–20∗,20 and 20∗,19–19∗,18 transitions in the Nummelin Survey. The best-fit urea model spectra is shown in red over the observations in black. A
simulation of methyl formate emission, using Tex = 80 K, ΔV = 7 km s−1, and a source size of 4′′, as described by Belloche et al. (2013), is shown as a dashed blue
line (63.5 km s−1 component, NT = 4.37 × 1017 cm−2) and a dotted magenta line (73.5 km s−1 component, NT = 1.46 × 1017 cm−2). A total simulated spectrum
including both urea and methyl formate emission is shown as a thin green line.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
The interferometric observations with BIMA and CARMA
(Figures 1(c)–(f)) show far more intense lines than seen in
the single-dish data, compared to adjacent spectral features,
indicating that the emission is likely arising from relatively
compact material. If this is the case, the higher spatial resolution
of the interferometric observations will provide beam sizes
which are more well-matched to the source, reducing the beam
dilution which is the likely cause of the weak features observed
in the single-dish data. In fact, some of the emission seen in
the BIMA array data is being resolved out by the CARMA
observations thus putting better constraints on the size of the
emitting region.
Features from the Nummelin Survey are also observed at
222.0 GHz and 221.9 GHz (Figures 3(a) and (b)), correspond-
ing to the 20∗,20–19∗,19 and 19∗,18–18∗,17 transitions of urea,
respectively. While these transitions are likely blended with
neighboring transitions, BIMA and CARMA observations pro-
vide more convincing evidence, as shown in Figures 3(c)–(f).
As with the 232.737 GHz and 232.836 GHz features, the in-
tensity of these features is higher in the interferometric data,
compared to adjacent spectral features, once again likely in-
dicating compact emission. Additional evidence is shown in
Figure 4, highlighting urea transitions at 243 GHz and 254 GHz
in the Nummelin Survey and CARMA data. No corresponding
BIMA data are available at these frequencies. Several transitions
show evidence in the Gaussian wing profiles, however, the lines
are largely blended, though no expected lines are missing from
the data.
Observations of transitions at 135 GHz, 146 GHz, and
157 GHz obtained with the IRAM 30 m telescope, after
initial evidence was found in the Turner Survey, are presented
in Figure 5. The 12∗,12–11∗,11 transition at 135.36 GHz is
moderately well resolved. As with the features at 221 GHz
and 222 GHz, several additional transitions show evidence of
well-matched Gaussian wing profiles, and no expected lines
are missing from the data. BIMA observations of the 7∗,6–6∗,5
and 8∗,8–7∗,7 transitions are obscured by interfering CH133 CN
(J = 5–4) transitions and Hα (41) and Heα (41) recombination
lines, respectively, and are not presented here. Figure 6 shows
the BIMA data for urea transitions at 102 GHz and 113 GHz. The
observed lines are likely highly contaminated with neighboring
transitions; however, the observed peak intensities at the urea
center frequencies correspond well with those predicted by the
model (see Section 5).
Figure 7 shows maps of the 232 GHz transitions of urea with
the BIMA and CARMA telescopes. Panel (a) plots the BIMA
observation contours over the 232 GHz background continuum.
The urea emission is clearly well-matched to the continuum
emission at this frequency. Both the BIMA and CARMA
observations show the urea emission compact and cospatial at
the map center. This is further highlighted in Figure 8, showing
the compact, cospatial emission of the 222 GHz transition
between the two telescopes. Figure 9 shows in panel (a) BIMA
observations of the 113.6 GHz transition contours overlaid on
the 232.8 GHz emission in grayscale again showing the cospatial
nature of these high- (∼100 K) and low- (∼30 K) energy
states. Panel (b) provides a direct comparison between the
CARMA and BIMA observations of the 232.8 GHz transition.
The emission is shown to arise from the same spatial region and
is likely to be of the same spatial scale when corrected for the
difference in relative beam sizes and resolution.
Finally, as will be discussed in Section 5, all of the obser-
vations can be fit with the same column density, temperature,
and source size, conservatively, within a factor of 50% and a
good argument can be made for consistency within the assumed
absolute calibration uncertainty of ∼20%. Additionally, a visual
inspection of the modeled profiles for urea transitions computed
from the best fits, and compared with the observations, shows
that all of the features assigned to urea are reproduced within
a factor of <50% in intensity and linewidth. This agreement,
across a broad range in bandwidth, several observational facil-
ities, and both single-dish and interferometric observations, is
remarkable, and suggests the possible presence of urea in this
source. Further supporting evidence for all transitions arising
5
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 3. 20∗,20–19∗,19 and 19∗,18–18∗,17 transitions in the Nummelin Survey (panels (a) and (b)), BIMA observations (panels (c) and (d)), and CARMA observations
(panels (e) and (f)). The rms noise for the SEST data is the same as what is reported in Figure 1. The average rms noise in the BIMA and CARMA spectra are ∼0.7
and ∼0.1 Jy beam−1, respectively. The best-fit model spectra is shown in red over the observations in black.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
from a single carrier is provided by the Student’s t-test given
in Appendix A.12,13 Despite this body of evidence, the spectral
complexity of both urea and of Sgr B2(N) make a definitive
identification challenging, and require a rigorous, methodical
treatment of the data.
5. DATA ANALYSIS
Given the varying telescopes used in these observations, it
was essential to arrive at consistent determinations of column
densities and temperatures. Meaning, if the assumptions of the
physical conditions that give rise to emission features of urea are
correct, all that should need to change is the telescope-specific
parameters in the determination of the relative intensities of the
urea features. Also, trying to make an independent Gaussian fit
12 All spectra presented here are accessible at http://www.cv.nrao.edu/
∼aremijan/SLiSE/. All spectroscopic data used in the assignment are
accessible via www.splatalogue.net.
13 A comprehensive assignment of the additional transitions presented in each
urea passband was not completed.
to the integrated intensity of the detected features to compare to
the predicted integrated intensity from the model will provide
little information for comparison. This is because several of
the features are blended with unknown transitions of other
molecules given the high-line density of the SgrB2N region.
Interested readers are encouraged to download the spectroscopic
data to explore these transitions for detailed spectroscopic
modeling and line fitting (see footnote 11).
In order to determine the relative intensity of each urea
transition observed between the telescopes, we assume uniform
physical conditions, that the populations of the energy levels
can be characterized by a Boltzmann distribution, and finally,
that the emission is optically thin. Assuming that the molecular
species is in LTE and low optical depth, the total beam-averaged
column density for an emission line detected by a single-dish
telescope is given by Equation (1) (Remijan et al. 2005)
NT =
1
2Qe
Eu/TrΔT ∗AΔV
√
π
ln2
8π3
3k BνSμ
2ηB
(
1 − ehν/kTr−1
e
hν/kTbg−1
) . (1)
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
(g) (h)
(f)
Figure 4. Observation of urea transitions at 243 GHz and 254 GHz in the Nummelin Survey and CARMA observations. The rms noise for the SEST data is the same
as what is reported in Figure 1 for 243 GHz but closer to ∼100 mK at 254 GHz. The average rms noise in the CARMA spectra is ∼0.2 Jy beam−1. The best-fit model
spectra is shown in red over the observations in black.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
The line shapes are assumed to be Gaussian, ηB is the
telescope beam efficiency, Tr is the rotational temperature,
ΔT ∗AΔV is the product of the fitted line intensity (mK) and line
width (km s−1), Q is the rotational partition function14 given as
14 Calculated using the approximation given by Gordy & Cook (1984),
Equation (3.69).
6.7·T 1.5r , Sμ2 is the product of the transition line strength and the
square of the dipole moment (Debye2), Eu is the upper rotational
energy level (K), B is the beam filling factor given in Equation (2)
where Θb is the circular Gaussian telescope beam size and
Θs is the circular Gaussian source size (see Equation (28)
of Ulich & Haas 1976), ν is the transition frequency (MHz),
7
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 5. Observations of the urea transitions given in Table 1 at 135 GHz, 146 GHz, and 157 GHz using the IRAM 30 m telescope. The average rms noise measured
in the 30 m spectra is ∼16 mK. The best-fit model spectra is shown in red over the observations in black.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
and Tbg = 2.7 K is the cosmic background temperature
B = Θ
2
s
Θ2b + Θ2s
. (2)
For interferometric observations, the total beam-averaged
column density is Equation (3) where Ωb is the solid angle
of the beam (square arcseconds), ∫ Ivdv is the integral of the
line intensity (Jy beam−1) over velocity (km s−1), ν is given in
units of GHz, and the remaining variables are as in Equation (1)
(Miao et al. 1995)
NT = 2.04 × 1020 ×
∫
IvdvQe
Eu/Tr
BΩbν3Sμ2
. (3)
Excluding telescope-specific parameters (e.g., interferome-
ter resolving out extended, smooth structures) and molecule-
specific parameters, the intensity of observed transitions is
8
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6. BIMA observations of urea at 102 GHz and 113 GHz. The average rms noise in the BIMA spectra are ∼0.2 and ∼0.3 Jy beam−1 for the 102 GHz and
113 GHz data, respectively. The best-fit model spectra is shown in red over the observations in black.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
determined by the column density, temperature, and molecular
emission source size. Remijan (2003) derived an initial column
density and temperature of urea of 3.4 ± 2.0 × 1015 cm−2 and
77 ± 23 K based on a rotation diagram analysis (excluding the
absolute amplitude uncertainty) using the BIMA data at 102,
113, 211, 222, and 232 GHz, however, computational errors in
the values of Qr and Sμ2 led to an overestimate of the column
density.
Here, a zeroth-order fit of the data found a column density and
temperature of ∼8 × 1014 cm−2 and ∼80 K, with source sizes
between 2′′ and 3.′′25 best reproduced the observational results
in all cases except for the BIMA 112 GHz transition, which is
best fit by a column density of ∼1 × 1015 cm−2. A predicted
model spectrum of urea was then generated based on each of
these values, accounting for telescope-specific parameters in
each case. The results of this prediction are detailed in Table 2.
The results of this fit show that all of the observations, across
all of the facilities, can be fit with the same column density,
temperature, and source size within a factor of <50%.
Furthermore, the model can provide predictions on peak line
intensities for a given beam size for urea transitions which fall
within the observable range of several facilities, but which were
not observed for this work. The purpose of these predictions
is to guide analysis of archive data or future efforts in the
observational identification of additional urea transitions. These
include predictions for the newly operational ALMA facility,
which is ideally suited for high-sensitivity observations of
compact objects.
Single-dish spectra observed with a large beam usually lack
spatial information. There is no way to pinpoint where the
flux originates from within the beam. Normally this is not a
problem for identifying molecules with resolved identifiable
spectral lines from a typical source size (i.e., >5′′). However, as
suggested by previous SEST and BIMA data, urea is a compact
source with weak blended lines. By mapping the transitions with
a high-resolution interferometer, we could determine whether
they originate from the same region or molecular origin. Good
spatial correlations between the channel maps is not a sufficient
but rather a necessary condition for identifying urea since bad
correlations would suggest molecules of different distributions
as sources of these line emissions. How do we quantify the
relationships of spatial distribution? Adapting the quantitative
method of Turner & Thaddeus (1977), a correlation analysis
is preferred because we are mainly interested in knowing the
association between the lines. Such an analysis was performed
and is detailed in Appendix A.
6. DISCUSSION
The number of known interstellar molecules is growing at
a steady pace, and the number of simple molecules that likely
remain undetected is shrinking. As the field turns to exam-
ining more and more complex molecules, the spectral com-
plexity of these molecules is an increasingly frustrating prob-
lem. While such complex spectra provide for the possibility
of unambiguous detection over a broad range in frequency
space, the corresponding decrease in spectral intensity drasti-
cally increases the sensitivity required for detection. Further,
because such molecules tend to co-exist in favorable environ-
ments, the resulting observations typically suffer from high-line
density and line confusion. Consequently, new detections of
complex molecules going forward will necessarily have to deal
with most or all molecular lines being blended to a lesser or
greater degree with other molecules (e.g., Tercero et al. 2013).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 7. (a) (NH2)2CO contours of the 20∗,19–19∗,18 transitions overlaid on a Sgr B2N continuum map taken with the BIMA array. The continuum emission maps
shown were made from channels which were deemed free from line emission. The contour levels are −3σ , 3σ , 4σ , 5σ , 6σ , 7σ , and 8σ (σ = 0.3 Jy beam−1). The
continuum unit is Jy beam−1. The synthesized beam size is 8.′′6 × 2.′′9, shown in the bottom left corner. (b) (NH2)2CO contours of the 21∗,21–20∗,20 transition taken
with the BIMA array. Beamsize and contour levels are the same as in (a). (c) (NH2)2CO contours of the 20∗,19–19∗,18 transition taken with the CARMA array. The
contour levels are −2.5σ , 2.5σ , 3.5σ , and 4.5σ (σ = 0.275 Jy beam−1). The synthesized beam size is 1.′′5 × 1.′′6, shown in the bottom left corner. (d) (NH2)2CO
contours of the 21∗,21–20∗,20 transition taken with the CARMA array. Beamsize and contour levels are the same as in (c).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
The additional confusion caused by multiple velocity compo-
nents within prototypical sources, such as Sgr B2(N), com-
pounds these issues further.
Here, it has been demonstrated that substantial evidence
for an interstellar detection can still be compiled despite a
preponderance of blended lines due to overlap with other species
and multiple velocity components. Historically, single-dish
observations have been the primary source of new interstellar
detections. This is due largely to the ever increasing spectral
sensitivity, high-resolution, and wide bandwidth achievable
by such facilities, combined with their sensitivity to both
compact and extended structure in sources. In this work,
the broadband and high-sensitivity nature of the single-dish
observations provided a wealth of initial signals at frequencies
suggesting urea as a carrier. Moving forward, however, the use
of single-dish observations as the sole means for the detection
of complex molecules such as urea is unsustainable.
Interferometric observations provide a number of benefits, but
typically trade spectral bandwidth for resolution, making blind,
wideband searches for molecules unrealistic. This is changing
with the advent of facilities employing broadband correlators
such as the Very Large Array, CARMA, Plateau de Bure Inter-
ferometer, and ALMA, but the initial evidence must still likely
be conducted with single-dish observatories. Once a potential
carrier is identified via single-dish observations, interferometric
observations are the logical next step. The use of telescope ar-
rays allows for greater spatial resolution, providing better beam
coupling to compact sources as well as spatial filtering of veloc-
ity components. By spatially resolving individual, or smaller
groups of velocity components, the resulting line confusing
10
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(a)
(b)
Figure 8. (NH2)2CO contours of the 20∗,20–19∗,19 transitions taken with the
BIMA and CARMA arrays, respectively. (a) The contour levels from the BIMA
observations are −3σ , 3σ , 4σ , 5σ , 6σ , 7σ , and 8σ (σ = 0.75 Jy beam−1). The
synthesized beam size is 8.′′6 × 2.′′9, shown in the bottom left corner. (b) The
contour levels from the CARMA observations are −2σ , 2σ , 4σ , and 6σ (σ =
3.5 Jy beam−1). The synthesized beam size is 1.′′5 × 1.′′6, shown in the bottom
left corner.
in observed spectra is immediately reduced, thus simplifying
identifications. Further, by better coupling to compact sources,
signals arising from these areas are less affected by the beam
dilution of single-dish measurements, increasing the achievable
spectral sensitivity. Finally, by mapping the spatial extent of a
number of potential transitions, we can determine whether the
signals arise from the same physical environment, further in-
creasing the likelihood that they arise from the same molecule
(Neill et al. 2011).
The criteria for a firm interstellar molecular detection have
been well established by Snyder et al. (2005) in response to the
reported detection of interstellar glycine by Kuan et al. (2003).
Here, we discuss each point outlined by Snyder et al. (2005) and
apply them to our observations of urea.
Accurate laboratory rest frequencies are required for compar-
ison to observed transitions. Quantum mechanical predictions
of rotational transitions, even for fairly rigid species, very often
lack sufficient accuracy for comparison to astronomical spectra.
In the recent case of glycolaldehyde, a relatively rigid molecule,
predictions based on high-accuracy laboratory measurements
were found to be in error by factors as large as 15 MHz upon
further laboratory measurements (Carroll et al. 2010). For more
spectrally complex molecules, these errors will likely be far
greater in magnitude. In this study, all assigned transitions of
urea have been measured to high accuracy in the laboratory
(<0.25 channel widths at 102 GHz).
Observed spectral features should display constant velocities
consistent with known source LSR velocities and should arise
from consistent spatial regions. A careful analysis of our data
indicates that the velocity of the urea transitions is 65.2 km s−1
rather than the systematic velocity of 64 km s−1 observed in
many other molecules. This velocity is consistent, however,
across the observed features, and is a minor deviation from the
systematic velocity, which satisfies the first half of this require-
ment. Furthermore, inspection of the CARMA and BIMA maps
of observed emission at urea frequencies clearly shows such
emission arising from the same spatial region, satisfying the
second half of the requirement.
Model spectra used for comparison must account for all
telescope-specific parameters. Perhaps the most important of
these parameters is beam size and resulting beam-dilution fac-
tors. Because the observations include interferometric measure-
ments, an accurate determination of the source size, coupled
with known telescope parameters, allowed for accurate deter-
mination of the beam-dilution factors involved. As outlined in
Section 5, a model was generated which correctly accounts for
all telescope-specific factors, including beam dilution, for use in
the analysis. When compared to observations, this single model
reproduces the observations within an intensity factor of <50%
across all of our observations.
All transitions which are reasonably predicted to have ob-
servable intensity must be present or otherwise accounted for.
Although the majority of the observed transitions are blended to
some degree with neighboring features, all transitions that are
predicted to be observable by our model are present within a
factor of <50% in intensity.
The statistical test (detailed in Appendix A), focusing on
line maps rather than spectra, provides an unconventional
approach when most of the lines of interest are 3σ . This
approach is useful for compact sources that could be mapped
with an interferometer. As demonstrated in Friedel & Snyder
(2008), molecules with different formation routes can have
very different distributions. If the weak lines are frequency
coincidences resulting from other molecular lines, it is not
likely they would all show similar distribution. Because no
source model was assumed here and only simple correlation
coefficients are calculated, this can be applied fairly easily to
prevent false identifications. In fact, this technique can easily
be applied to facilitate more efficient data mining for connected
energy level transitions in large data sets such as those beginning
to be produced from ALMA observations.
On the other hand, no matter how high the confidence intervals
are, this analysis does not guarantee signal arises from the same
molecular origin. There are species that are well correlated with
each other physically and chemically in the hot core region due
to similar formation routes. As mentioned earlier, there could
be a correlation up to 99% between molecules of compact and
extended distribution given their contours peak around the same
region. Therefore, this methodology must be used cautiously,
as it can only prove a negative, rather than confirming a
positive.
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(a) (b)
Figure 9. (a) 21∗,21–20∗,20 (grayscale) and 10∗,10–9∗,9 (contour) overlay of BIMA observations. The contour levels are −3σ , 3σ , 4σ , 5σ , and 6σ (σ = 0.125 Jy beam−1).
The 1 mm beamsize is the same as in Figure 1(a). (b) 21∗,21–20∗,20 urea transition observed by CARMA (red contour) and BIMA (black contour). Beamsize and
contour levels are the same as in Figures 1(a) and (c), respectively.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
Table 2
Best-fit Model Parameters for Observed Transitions of Urea
BIMAa,b CARMAa SESTc IRAMd
Transition Frequency θs θb I θs e θbe I θb I θb I
(MHz) (′′) (′′) (Jy beam−1) (′′) (′′) (Jy beam−1) (′′) (K) (′′) (K)f
8∗,7–7∗,6 102 767.534 19 6 0.31 4 2 0.11 . . . . . . 20.2 0.06
9∗,9–8∗,8 102 864.308 19 6 0.40 4 2 0.14 . . . . . . 20.2 0.08
9∗,8–8∗,7 113 599.065 8 3 0.44 3.7 2 0.15 . . . . . . 18.1 0.09
10∗,10–9∗,9 113 696.657 8 3 0.56 3.7 2 0.20 . . . . . . 18.1 0.11
11∗,10–10∗,9 135 262.288 2 2 0.22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.2 0.16
12∗,12–11∗,11 135 360.816 2 2 0.26 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15.2 0.20
12∗,11–11∗,10 146 093.756 2 2 0.28 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.1 0.20
13∗,13–12∗,12 146 192.586 2 2 0.34 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14.1 0.24
13∗,12–12∗,11 156 925.049 2 2 0.35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.1 0.26
14∗,14–13∗,13 157 024.124 2 2 0.40 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13.1 0.29
19∗,18–18∗,17 221 907.446 9 3 3.16 2.7 2.1 1.05 18.6 0.12 9.2 0.52
20∗,20–19∗,19 222 007.476 9 3 3.48 2.7 2.1 1.16 18.6 0.13 9.2 0.57
20∗,19–19∗,18 232 736.740 9 3 3.37 2.7 2.1 1.12 19.8 0.13 8.8 0.54
21∗,21–20∗,20 232 836.891 9 3 3.70 2.7 2.1 1.23 19.8 0.14 8.8 0.59
21∗,20–20∗,19 243 565.666 2 2 0.88 2.7 2.1 1.18 16.9 0.13 8.5 0.56
22∗,22–21∗,21 243 666.931 2 2 0.96 2.7 2.1 1.30 16.9 0.14 8.5 0.60
22∗,21–21∗,20 254 394.205 2 2 0.90 2.7 2.1 1.22 16.2 0.14 8.1 0.57
23∗,23–22∗,22 254 494.580 2 2 1.00 2.7 2.1 1.32 16.2 0.15 8.1 0.62
Notes. A zeroth-order best fit was achieved for all telescopes and lines of NT = 8 × 1014 cm−2 and Trot = 80 K for column density and rotational
temperature with the exception of the 112 GHz transitions which are best fit with NT = 1 × 1014 cm−2 and Trot = 80 K. Predictions shown in red italics
are for transitions occurring within the observable frequencies covered by the facility indicated, but which were not observed in this work. These
predictions were generated using the methods outlined in Section 5 and using the parameters given in this table.
a Assumes a 2′′ source size.
b Predictions in blue italics indicate a prediction made for the ALMA facility rather than BIMA which is no longer in service.
c Assumes a 3′′ source size.
d Assumes a 3.′′25 source size.
e Predicted beam sizes are for synthesized beam for CARMA 15 C-array configuration.
f Predictions for 221, 232, 243, and 254 GHz lines are not corrected for main beam efficiency.
7. CONCLUSIONS
We have conducted and compiled observations across five
different facilities over 150 GHz in bandwidth in an attempt to
detect interstellar urea. Here, we present the resulting evidence
for interstellar urea in the gas phase from the observations. The
results show that the features ascribed to urea can be reproduced
across the entire observed bandwidth and all facilities by
best-fit column density, temperature, and source size parameters
which vary by less than a factor of two between observations
merely by adjusting for telescope-specific parameters. Further,
the predicted profiles of the urea transitions resulting from these
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best-fit values reproduce the observed spectra with a factor of
<50% across the entire data set. Interferometric observations
show that the emission arising from these transitions is cospatial
and compact, consistent with the derived source sizes and
emission from a single species. We have discussed and satisfied
the essential conditions for the detection of a new molecule
as prescribed by Snyder et al. (2005). Finally, we extend our
model predictions to include expected linewidths and peak
intensities for urea transitions which fall within the operational
range of millimeter observatories as a guide to the detection and
assignment of additional urea transitions.
Taken as a whole, the results of this observational campaign
present tantalizing, but not definitive evidence for the presence
of urea in this source. This work highlights both the difficulties
of identifying new interstellar molecules which have complex,
low-intensity signals in a source with high-line density spectra
and the great care which must be taken to treat such detections
correctly. Indeed, single-dish observations of such molecules
alone are likely to be increasingly insufficient moving forward.
The power of interferometric observations to provide evidence
of cospatial emission, as well as to decrease spectral confusion,
will be essential to future detections of complex species.
The methodology used here, if perhaps not to this extent, is not
new. Two recent examples, those of aminoacetonitrile and ethyl
formate, rely on essentially the same analysis methodology with
similar data and arguments presented here. Yet, even with the
body of evidence we have presented, we cannot claim a definitive
detection of urea because of the extreme spectral complexity
of both the source and the molecule. Future detections in these
crowded spectral regions will likely become only more difficult,
and great care will need to be taken to claim a definitive
detection, especially of large complex organic molecules in the
millimeter and sub-millimeter regions. Instead, observations of
these sources at lower frequencies, where spectral density is
much lower, have recently proven quite fruitful in this regard
(see, e.g., Neill et al. 2012; McGuire et al. 2012; Loomis et al.
2013; Zaleski et al. 2013) and may remain one of the only ways
to unambiguously identify large molecular species in these line-
rich sources.
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APPENDIX A
In our case, urea is assumed, under LTE conditions, to be a
compact core with no significant velocity gradient and with a
system velocity close to that of Sgr B2 (N-LMH) (64 km s−1).
In addition, all array observations were centered at the same
region where we could readily derive the correlation coefficients
with flux densities at the same velocity plane. By comparing
maps of the same velocity channel, the uncertainty introduced
by kinematic differences is mostly reduced. The correlation
coefficient r between a given pair of urea lines, is defined in
Equation (A1).
r = Σ(xi − x¯)(yi − y¯)√
Σ(xi − x¯)2
√
Σ(yi − y¯)2
, (A1)
where xi and yi are flux densities of the individual pixel in the
same small box bounding the central source in the line maps.
We have calculated the significance of the correlation using the
Student’s t-test. The t-test is only valid when the variables are
normally distributed and the variation in each variable is similar.
Since we can fit the sources with Gaussian beam, and the noise
levels are equivalent in all maps, the t-test is applicable to the
flux densities. The statistical test value t based on r is given by
Equation (A2) with (n − 2) degrees of freedom (Neter et al.
1996)
t = r
√
n − 2√
1 − r2 . (A2)
Since the smallest component resolved in a map is a beam (hence
the units of Jy per beam for flux densities), the number of points
n should be the number of beams that filled the area of interest
instead of the total number of pixels. The box chosen for all the
lines (7′′ × 6′′) yielded (10–2) = 8 degrees of freedom. Finally,
the cumulative density function of the Student’s t distribution
is used to determine the confidence interval of the resulting test
statistics.
Table 3 lists the correlation coefficient r, test value t, and the
confidence interval between any two transitions. Compared to
the critical r(95%) = 0.632, the results suggest some correlation
between these lines. Lines contaminated by interlopers but
still peaked at the same place tend to show more correlation
with the others. For example, 222.007 GHz shows an average
r = 0.677, suggesting good correlation with all other lines.
This is not a surprise considering it has a bright large contour
in the map. On the other hand, the 232.837 GHz line is blended
with some unidentified line at 64 km s−1 with a slightly
different distribution, as can be seen clearly in the channel
maps; its correlation with all the other lines are below 90%,
except with 222.007 GHz and 254.495 GHz, both of which
are more extended due to contamination by nearby transitions.
Incidentally, 243.566 and 243.666 GHz seem to peak slightly
north than the other six lines, resulting in a lower r in most
cases. The shift of the peaks is also seen in the continuum
emission in the same track, suggesting a possible artificial effect
caused by phase calibration. In general, we found that r is more
sensitive to the peak location than to the size of the emission
contour appearing on the map. This behavior is supported by
other known transitions we tested, e.g., CH3OH at 247.968 GHz
and CH3CCH at 222.014 GHz. Both lines are bright and have
contours as large as the box we chose, and they both correlate
very well (>99.5%) with the 232.737 GHz and with each other.
Since both CH3OH and CH3CCH originate from the LMH hot
core and are not as compact as urea, it is understandable that they
are well-correlated. In addition, a modeled Gaussian emission
generated with the same attributes as the 232.737 GHz line t but
a slight offset to the southeast of the peak resulted in very little
correlation (r = 0.256, 47.5%). Overall, all of the observed
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Table 3
Statistical Correlation between Flux Densities of Urea Transitions
Correlation a Student’s t-test Confidence
Transitions Coefficient r Value t Interval (%)
221.907/222.007 0.713 2.875 97.9
/232.737 0.724 2.969 98.2
/232.837 0.423 1.319 77.6
/243.566 0.424 1.323 77.8
/243.666 0.311 0.925 61.8
/254.394 0.452 1.435 81.1
/254.495 0.389 1.194 73.3
222.007/232.737 0.884 5.335 99.9
/232.837 0.582 2.026 92.3
/243.566 0.730 3.020 98.3
/243.666 0.512 1.686 86.9
/254.394 0.550 1.864 90.1
/254.495 0.769 3.403 99.1
232.737/232.837 0.512 1.687 87.0
/243.566 0.642 2.370 95.5
/243.666 0.535 1.792 88.9
/254.394 0.465 1.485 82.4
/254.495 0.766 3.370 99.0
232.837/243.566 0.496 1.615 85.5
/243.666 0.525 1.743 88.1
/254.394 0.469 1.500 82.8
/254.495 0.581 2.017 92.2
243.566/243.666 0.436 1.369 79.2
/254.394 0.309 0.920 61.5
/254.495 0.439 1.381 79.5
243.666/254.394 0.252 0.735 51.7
/254.495 0.479 1.545 83.9
254.394/254.495 0.484 1.564 84.4
Note. a Degree of freedom df (n − 2) = 8.
urea lines correlate with each other to the extent that they peak
around the same region, indicating a common origin.
The correlation model does not decide exactly where the
emission originates, but instead it gives information on how
well the emission sources associate in space. Although there
is some problem when multiple comparisons are considered in
statistics, namely, at least one statistical significant conclusion
at the 0.05 level will occur by chance in every 20 comparisons, a
correction is not necessary in our case for the following reasons.
First, the image fidelity always remains an uncertainty for array
observation. Due to the limitation of the CARMA instrument,
the 243 and 254 GHz observations are at the high end of the
correlator bands and therefore the frequency locks sometimes
fail on a certain antenna, causing phase jump during observation.
Weather is another crucial factor for such high frequency
observations. A slight change in opacity in a short period of
time may result in unreliable gain solution. These influences
usually do not greatly affect the continuum but could affect the
peak location in the channel maps. Even if we had the best data
calibration, we could not quantify and remove this uncertainty
from the maps. Second, the LMH hot core is an active star-
forming region with outflows and ultra compact H ii regions
impacting one another. Only a handful of molecules have been
studied for kinematic distributions. The statistical significance
of the correlation, even from the same molecule, might not
achieve the conventional value of 0.05 after all. A corrected
significance level for multiple-comparisons hypothesis testing
could be too conservative and rule out most correlated pairs
that could be perceived by eye. Since our intention of applying
statistics is to provide a quantitative aspect of spatial correlation,
such stringent hypothesis testing may not be as constructive for
data interpretation.
APPENDIX B
In order to conduct a thorough search for interstellar urea, new
laboratory spectral measurements were undertaken as described
in Section 2. The rotational and centrifugal distortion constants
derived are listed in Table 4 from fitting the hyperfine free
rotational transitions given in Table 5 with references to the
source of the measurements. As an aid to further interstellar
searches for urea transitions, we provide a complete list of
predicted rotational lines of urea available in machine-readable
form in the online journal covering the frequency range of 1 GHz
to 600 GHz. Table 6 shows a portion of this list as guidance for
what content is included.
Table 4
Rotational Analysis of Urea
Parameter Value
A (MHz) 11233.3212(10)
B (MHz) 10369.3727(11)
C (MHz) 5416.6320(9)
ΔJ (kHz) 5.5268(21)
ΔJK (kHz) −5.2788(85)
ΔK (kHz) 10.961(11)
δJ (kHz) 2.40056(79)
δK (kHz) 3.9044(37)
σ (Weighted) 1.165
Note. Uncertainties are given in parentheses in units
of the last significant digit and are of Type A with
coverage factor k = 2 (Taylor & Kuyatt 1994).
Table 5
Measurements and Fit of the Hyperfine-free Urea Transitions
J ′ K ′a K ′c J ′′ K ′′a K ′′c Frequency Obs.−Calc. Ref.
(MHz)
1 1 0 1 0 1 5816.667(10) −0.004 Kas86
2 2 0 2 1 1 6784.070(40) 0.039 Bro75
3 3 0 3 2 1 8415.222(2) 0.001 Kre96
5 4 1 5 3 2 13395.250(40) 0.005 Bro75
4 3 1 4 2 2 13517.386(2) 0.002 Kre96
6 5 1 6 4 2 14015.320(40) 0.011 Bro75
3 2 1 3 1 2 14138.687(2) 0.001 Kre96
5 5 0 5 4 1 14222.390(40) 0.047 Bro75
2 1 1 2 0 2 14961.487(2) 0.001 Kre96
7 6 1 7 5 2 15556.720(40) 0.003 Bro75
1 1 1 0 0 0 16649.945(2) −0.003 Kre96
2 2 1 2 1 2 17449.887(1) −0.001 Kre96
8 7 1 8 6 2 18136.360(40) 0.011 Bro75
6 6 0 6 5 1 18411.800(40) 0.024 Bro75
3 3 1 3 2 2 18806.681(2) 0.002 Kre96
9 7 2 9 6 3 20287.700(40) 0.099 Bro75
10 8 2 10 7 3 20697.650(40) 0.012 Bro75
8 6 2 8 5 3 20800.600(40) 0.063 Bro75
9 8 1 9 7 2 21771.500(40) −0.009 Bro75
10 9 1 10 8 2 26332.800(40) −0.022 Bro75
13 10 3 13 9 4 26813.030(40) −0.048 Bro75
14 11 3 14 10 4 27071.240(40) −0.042 Bro75
2 1 2 1 0 1 27483.200(40) 0.029 Bro75
12 9 3 12 8 4 27638.520(40) 0.034 Bro75
5 4 2 5 3 3 27760.000(40) 0.041 Bro75
8 8 0 8 7 1 28346.550(40) 0.000 Bro75
15 12 3 15 11 4 28611.720(40) −0.004 Bro75
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Table 5
(Continued)
J ′ K ′a K ′c J ′′ K ′′a K ′′c Frequency Obs.−Calc. Ref.
(MHz)
13 11 2 13 10 3 28881.200(40) 0.025 Bro75
7 4 3 7 3 4 36079.150(40) 0.000 Bro75
6 3 3 6 2 4 36840.800(40) 0.072 Bro75
5 2 3 5 1 4 37264.230(40) 0.088 Bro75
6 4 3 6 3 4 37441.150(40) −0.029 Bro75
7 5 3 7 4 4 37482.700(40) 0.077 Bro75
8 6 3 8 5 4 37671.200(40) 0.126 Bro75
3 0 3 2 1 2 37815.400(40) 0.077 Bro75
20 16 4 20 15 5 37896.850(40) −0.017 Bro75
3 1 3 2 0 2 37926.700(40) 0.077 Bro75
9 7 3 9 6 4 38092.340(40) 0.010 Bro75
10 10 0 10 9 1 38627.720(40) 0.043 Bro75
14 10 4 14 9 5 38635.350(40) 0.023 Bro75
10 8 3 10 7 4 38833.500(40) −0.004 Bro75
2 2 1 1 1 0 39116.400(40) 0.012 Bro75
21 16 5 21 15 6 39175.680(40) 0.026 Bro75
22 17 5 22 16 6 39238.930(40) 0.014 Bro75
2 2 0 1 1 1 48261.300(40) 0.061 Bro75
4 0 4 3 1 3 48697.580(40) 0.158 Bro75
4 1 4 3 0 3 48705.850(40) 0.122 Bro75
17 12 5 17 11 6 48733.680(40) −0.008 Bro75
4 1 3 3 2 2 59185.315(50) −0.019 NIST
4 2 3 3 1 2 59747.450(20) −0.085 NIST
3 3 1 2 2 0 61972.110(30) 0.032 NIST
4 2 2 3 3 1 66219.090(60) −0.023 NIST
3 3 0 2 2 1 69403.570(40) 0.050 NIST
5 1 4 4 2 3 70251.140(20) −0.020 NIST
5 2 4 4 1 3 70309.840(40) 0.021 NIST
6 0 6 5 1 5 70366.530(30) 0.025 NIST
6 1 6 5 0 5 70366.530(30) −0.004 NIST
4 3 2 3 2 1 72858.780(60) −0.027 NIST
17 10 7 17 9 8 78340.030(50) −0.060 IRA
17 11 7 17 10 8 78460.170(50) −0.035 IRA
16 9 7 16 8 8 78844.587(50) −0.021 IRA
16 10 7 16 9 8 78896.741(50) −0.042 IRA
26 22 5 26 21 6 79165.629(50) 0.023 IRA
15 8 7 15 7 8 79244.750(50) −0.090 IRA
15 9 7 15 8 8 79265.950(50) −0.026 IRA
14 7 7 14 6 8 79563.992(50) −0.016 IRA
14 8 7 14 7 8 79571.945(50) 0.027 IRA
13 6 7 13 5 8 79818.315(50) −0.020 IRA
13 7 7 13 6 8 79821.010(50) −0.025 IRA
5 2 3 4 3 2 80265.310(40) −0.043 NIST
26 18 8 26 17 9 80455.243(50) 0.016 IRA
6 1 5 5 2 4 81104.130(20) −0.001 NIST
6 2 5 5 1 4 81108.770(40) −0.044 NIST
7 0 7 6 1 6 81199.200(20) 0.001 NIST
7 1 7 6 0 6 81199.200(20) 0.000 NIST
5 3 3 4 2 2 81942.660(20) −0.020 NIST
4 4 1 3 3 0 85082.470(30) 0.042 NIST
6 2 4 5 3 3 91769.190(80) −0.088 NIST
6 3 4 5 2 3 92004.570(60) 0.042 NIST
8 0 8 7 1 7 92031.820(40) 0.008 NIST
8 1 8 7 0 7 92031.820(40) 0.008 NIST
5 4 2 4 3 1 96185.230(30) −0.024 NIST
4 3 1 3 2 2 98543.320(90) 0.143 NIST
6 3 3 5 4 2 100850.010(30) −0.037 NIST
7 2 5 6 3 4 102680.070(80) 0.001 NIST
7 3 5 6 2 4 102703.580(10) 0.010 NIST
8 1 7 7 2 6 102767.560(40) 0.036 NIST
8 2 7 7 1 6 102767.560(40) 0.016 NIST
9 0 9 8 1 8 102864.320(60) 0.012 NIST
9 1 9 8 0 8 102864.320(60) 0.012 NIST
6 4 3 5 3 2 104665.940(30) 0.018 NIST
5 5 1 4 4 0 108265.130(20) −0.008 NIST
Table 5
(Continued)
J ′ K ′a K ′c J ′′ K ′′a K ′′c Frequency Obs.−Calc. Ref.
(MHz)
5 5 0 4 4 1 112023.900(20) 0.016 NIST
9 1 8 8 2 7 113599.100(60) 0.034 NIST
9 2 8 8 1 7 113599.100(60) 0.035 NIST
10 0 10 9 1 9 113696.600(60) −0.057 NIST
10 1 10 9 0 9 113696.600(60) −0.057 NIST
7 4 4 6 3 3 113895.820(40) −0.040 NIST
10 1 9 9 2 8 124430.690(50) −0.008 IRA
11 0 11 10 1 10 124528.852(50) 0.019 IRA
26 14 12 26 13 13 131766.638(70) 0.081 IRA
26 15 12 26 14 13 131766.638(70) −0.070 IRA
24 12 12 24 11 13 132439.184(70) −0.048 IRA
24 13 12 24 12 13 132439.184(70) −0.069 IRA
23 11 12 23 10 13 132718.582(50) −0.060 IRA
22 11 12 22 10 13 132964.707(50) −0.069 IRA
21 9 12 21 8 13 133180.643(50) −0.111 IRA
20 9 12 20 8 13 133369.400(50) −0.059 IRA
19 7 12 19 6 13 133533.458(50) −0.078 IRA
18 6 12 18 5 13 133675.523(50) 0.084 IRA
17 6 12 17 5 13 133797.464(50) 0.029 IRA
16 4 12 16 3 13 133901.644(50) 0.012 IRA
15 4 12 15 3 13 133989.993(50) 0.011 IRA
14 3 12 14 2 13 134064.340(50) 0.043 IRA
9 3 6 8 4 5 135099.260(50) −0.013 IRA
9 4 6 8 3 5 135107.670(50) −0.015 IRA
10 2 8 9 3 7 135168.495(50) 0.016 IRA
12 1 12 11 0 11 135360.816(50) 0.000 IRA
28 15 13 28 14 14 142314.950(70) 0.178 IRA
28 16 13 28 15 14 142314.950(70) 0.133 IRA
27 14 13 27 13 14 142671.290(70) 0.151 IRA
27 15 13 27 14 14 142671.290(70) 0.135 IRA
26 14 13 26 13 14 142990.186(50) 0.009 IRA
25 12 13 25 11 14 143275.053(50) −0.016 IRA
24 12 13 24 11 14 143528.723(50) −0.045 IRA
23 10 13 23 9 14 143753.917(50) −0.054 IRA
22 10 13 22 9 14 143953.220(50) 0.042 IRA
21 8 13 21 7 14 144128.678(50) −0.031 IRA
20 8 13 20 7 14 144282.616(50) −0.102 IRA
19 6 13 19 5 14 144417.170(50) −0.043 IRA
18 6 13 18 5 14 144534.022(50) −0.044 IRA
17 4 13 17 3 14 144634.979(50) −0.043 IRA
16 4 13 16 3 14 144721.736(50) 0.025 IRA
15 3 13 15 2 14 144795.710(50) 0.057 IRA
14 1 13 14 0 14 144858.367(70) 0.104 IRA
14 2 13 14 1 14 144858.367(70) 0.104 IRA
10 3 7 9 4 6 145919.907(50) 0.141 IRA
11 2 9 10 3 8 145998.093(50) −0.011 IRA
12 2 11 11 1 10 146093.791(50) 0.035 IRA
13 0 13 12 1 12 146192.542(50) −0.044 IRA
17 1 16 16 2 15 200247.814(50) −0.019 IRA
18 0 18 17 1 17 200347.605(50) 0.008 IRA
17 2 15 16 3 14 210977.685(50) 0.042 IRA
18 1 17 17 2 16 211077.768(50) −0.034 IRA
19 0 19 18 1 18 211177.673(50) −0.033 IRA
14 6 8 13 7 7 221532.423(50) −0.070 IRA
14 7 8 13 6 7 221535.507(50) −0.026 IRA
13 7 6 12 8 5 221540.453(50) −0.028 IRA
15 5 10 14 6 9 221543.053(50) 0.066 IRA
16 4 12 15 5 11 221615.758(50) 0.018 IRA
17 3 14 16 4 13 221708.079(50) 0.033 IRA
18 2 16 17 3 15 221806.929(50) 0.030 IRA
19 1 18 18 2 17 221907.481(50) 0.035 IRA
20 0 20 19 1 19 222007.425(50) −0.051 IRA
15 6 9 14 7 8 232324.350(500) 0.135 IRA
15 7 9 14 6 8 232324.350(500) −0.154 IRA
16 5 11 15 6 10 232361.343(50) 0.007 IRA
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Table 5
(Continued)
J ′ K ′a K ′c J ′′ K ′′a K ′′c Frequency Obs.−Calc. Ref.
(MHz)
17 4 13 16 5 12 232441.430(50) −0.006 IRA
18 3 15 17 4 14 232536.103(50) −0.008 IRA
20 1 19 19 2 18 232736.716(50) −0.024 IRA
21 0 21 20 1 20 232836.913(50) 0.022 IRA
References. Bro75: Brown et al. (1975); Kas86: Kasten & Dreizler (1986);
Kre96: Kretschmer et al. (1996); NIST: Present work, measured at the National
Institute of Standards and Technology; IRA: Present work, measured at the
Institute of Radio Astronomy of the NASU.
Table 6
Measured and Calculated Frequencies and Associated
Spectroscopic Constants of Urea [(NH2)2CO]
ν νm Elow J
′ K ′a K ′c J ′′ K ′′a K ′′c Sij Ref.
(MHz) (MHz) (cm−1)
3778.532 (11) 6.315 4 2 2 5 1 5 0.0004
4092.614 (15) 17.125 7 3 4 8 2 7 0.0007
5816.671 (0) 5816.667 (10) 0.527 1 1 0 1 0 1 1.5000 Kas86
6784.031 (1) 6784.070 (40) 1.939 2 2 0 2 1 1 2.2934 Bro75
6957.374 (13) 13.464 7 2 6 6 3 3 0.0010
References. Bro75 = Brown et al. (1975); Kas86 = Kasten & Dreizler (1986);
Kre96 = Kretschmer et al. (1996).
(This table is available in its entirety in a machine-readable form in the online
journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its form and content.)
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